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Abstract 
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Topology and its Applications 41 (1991) 113-130. 
Thirty years ago, Zdenek Frolik introduced a class of spaces, subsequently called almost Tech- 
complete by Aarts and Lutzer, and showed that a completely regular space is in this class if and 
only if it has a dense tech-complete subspace. This first purpose of this note is to obtain some 
new characterizations for these spaces, which are here simply called almost complete. The second 
purpose is to prove a number of mapping theorems, most of which are related to almost complete 
spaces and two of which sharpen recent results of Stegall and of Coban and Kenderov. 
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1. Introduction 
In his 1960 paper [8], Zdenek Frolik introdu,lceP 3 interesting class of spaces, 
subsequently called almost tech-complete by Aarts and Lutzer [ 11, and showed that 
a completely regular space is in this class if an$ only if it has dense tech-complete 
subspace. ‘The first purpose of this note is to obtain some new characterizations for 
these spaces, which are here simply called almost complete’; one of our characteriza- 
tions involves a new class of spaces, called hypercomplete, which appears to be of 
some independent interest. Our second purpose is to prove a number of mapping 
theorems, most of which are related to almost complete spaces and two of which 
sharpen recent results of Stegall [25] and of coban and Kenderov [6]. 
’ This shorter term seems preferable here, since the relationship of almost-completeness to t?ech- 
completeness is the same as its relationship to several other completeness properties. See the paragraph 
preceding Proposition 4.7. 
Strictly speaking, the definitions of these spaces in [g) and [ 13 (which use open filter bc7Gy.S) are slightly 
different from our definition (which uses arbitrary filter bases), but the concepts coincide : 1 r?;b;a +aces. 
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Section 2 provides background material on complete sequences of covers, com- 
plete sieve,, c and certain known completeness properties which are defined in terms 
of them. Section 3 introduces and studies hypercomplete spaces. Almost complete 
spaces are introduced and characterized in Section 4, and are further characterized 
in terms of topological games in Section 5. Section 6 studies the preservation of 
almost completeness under certain maps. Section 7 deals with some special mapping 
theorems, including refinements of [25, Theorem 6.31 and 16, Theorem 2.21. Section 
8 is devoted to examples. 
All maps in this paper are continuous, and no separation properties are assumed 
unless explicitly stated. In particular, it is not assumed that compact spaces or the 
domains of perfect maps are Hausdorff. 
2. Background material 
Call a sequence (U,) of subsets of a space X complete if every filter base 9 on 
X which is controlled’ by ( V,) clusters at some x E X. According to Frolik [8] and 
Arhangel’skil[2], a sequence ( %,) of collections of subsets of X is called complete 
if (V,) is a complete sequence of subsets of X whenever Un E %, for all n.3 It was 
shown in [8, 23 that a completely regular space X is tech-complete (i.e., a Gs in 
/3X) if and only if it has a complete sequence of open covers. It had previously 
been shown by Tech [4] that a metrizable space is completely metrizable4 if and 
only if it is Tech-complete. 
A sieve on a space X is a sequence of indexed covers {V, : a E A,} (n a 0) of X, 
together with functions n”: A,+,+ A,, such that U, = X for ar E A0 and U, = 
U { Up : p E ~-‘(ty )} for all Q! E A, and all n. A r-chain for such a sieve is a sequence 
cy, E A, such that T&,+,) = cy, for all n; the sieve is called complete if (U,,,) is a 
complete sequence of subsets of X whenever (cY,) is a n-chain. A sieve ({ Ua : a E 
A,}, w”) 011 X is called open if every U, is open in X. A space X is called 
sieve-complete [17] if it has a complete open sieve.’ Every space with a complete 
sequence of open covers is sieve-complete; the converse is generally false, but it is 
true in paracompact spaces [5, Remark 3.9; 17, Theorem 3.21. 
A cover % of a space X is exhaustive [ 191 if every nonempty S c X has a 
nonempty, relatively open subset of the form U n S with U E %. A sieve 
({ Ua : a E A,}, 7~“) on X is called exhaustive if {Up : p E ~,‘(a)} is an 
exhaustive cover of Ua for all ar E A, and all n; it is called disjoint if { Ua : a! E A,,} 
is disjoint for all n. 
The following result was proved in [ 19, Froposition 4.11. 
’ 9 is conmlled by ( U,,) if each U,, contains some FE 9. 
3 See Footnote 1. 
4 I.e., me&able with a complete metric. 
’ Such spaces are called monotonically tech-complete in [5]. In the presence of regularity, they 
coincide with the &,-spaces introduced by Wicke in [29]. 
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Proposition 2.1. The following are equivalent for any space X. 
(a) X has a complete sequence of disjoint exhaustive covers. 
(b) X has a complete, disjoint exhaustive sieve. 
(c) X has a complete sequence of exhaustive covers. 
(d) X has a complete exhaustive sieve. 
A space satisfying the equivalent properties of Proposition 2.1 is called partition- 
complete [26]. Since open covers are exhaustive, every sieve-complete space is 
partition-complete; the converse is generally false, but it is true in met&able spaces 
[ 19, Theorem 1.51 and, more generally, in regular spaces which are monotone 
p-spaces [30]! 
For a game-theoretic characterization of partition-complete spaces, see Section 5. 
We conclude this section with a basic lemma which will be useful in the sequel. 
The gist of the proof of Lemma 2.2(b) is taken from Frolik [8, Proposition 2.31. 
Lemma 2.2. Let ( U,) be a complete sequence of subsets of X. Then: 
(a) If Vn c Un for all n, then ( Vn) is complete. 
(b) If X is regular, and if ( U,,) is decreasing, then ( U,,) is complete. 
Proof. (a) Clear. 
(b) Let 9 be a filter base cn X controlled by ( 0”). Define 
Z=(WnU,: WopeninX, W=FforsomeFES,nEw}. 
Then 55’ is a filter base on X controlled by ( I/,), so %’ clusters at some x E X. But 
then @ also clusters at x, for if FE 9, then x E w for all open W 1 F, so x E F 
because X is regular. Cl 
3. Hypercomplete spaces 
This section is concerned with a class of spaces defined in terms of disjoint open 
ce-V&.i-s. We begin with the f&owing result, which should be compared to the 
equivalence of conditions (a) and (b) in Pmposition 2.1. 
The following are equivalent for any space X. 
(a) X has a complete sequence of disjoint open covers. 
(b) X has a complete, disjoint open sieve. 
roof. (a) + (b). Let (Q,) be a complete sequence of disjoint open covers of X. By 
taking intersections, we may assume that %,+, is a refinement of %, for all n. Now 
index %,, as { Ua : a E A,} in a one-to-one fashion, and define 7r,, : A,+, + A, by 
’ Monotone p-spaces are defined in [S, Definition 2.11. Every p-space-and hence every metrizable 
space-is a monotone p-space. 
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letting w”(p) be the unique cy E A,, such that Ua 3 Up. This defines a complete, 
disjoint open sieve on X. 
(b)+(a). Let ({U,. l a E A,,}, ‘IT,) be a complete, disjoint open sieve on X, and 
define Q,, = ( IJa : a E A,}. Then (%,) is clearly a sequence of disjoint open covers 
of X. That this sequence is complete follows from the assumption that ({ Ua : a E 
A,,}, q) is a complete disjoint sieve; for details, see [ 19, proof of Proposition 4.1, 
(d) + b)l. 0 
We call a space hypercomplete if it satisfies the equivalent conditions in Proposition 
3.1.’ Note that this is a much stronger completeness property than those considered 
in Section 2, all of which coincide with complete metrizability in metrizable spaces. 
In particular, it is clear that a connected space is hypercomplete if and only if it is 
compact. 
We now turn to some properties of hypercomplete spaces. First, we quote a 
characterization of perfect maps from Bourbaki 13, p. 101, Theorem l] which will 
also be applied in the proof of Theorem 7.2. 
Lemma 3.2. The following are equivalent for a map f: X + Y. 
(a) f is perfect. 
(b) If .F is a jilter base on X, and ifs (9) clusters at y E Y, then 9 clusters at some 
=f -‘(Y)* 
Lemma 3.3. If f : X + Y is perfect, and if Y is hypercomplete, then X is hypercomplete.’ 
Proof. Let (r/^,) be a complete sequence of disjoint open covers of Y Define 
Ou, = f -'( rlc,). Clearly (Q,) is a sequence of disjoint open covers of X. To see that 
it is complete, suppose that Vn E 7r, for all n and that 9 is a filter base on X which 
is controlled by (f -‘( V,)). Then f (9) is controlled by ( V,) and therefore clusters 
at some y E Y. Hence 9 clusters at some x E f -l(y) by Lemma 3.2. Cl 
Theorem 3.4. The following are equivalent for any nonempty space X. 
(a) X is hypercomplete. 
(b) X admits a perfect map onto a completely metrizable space YW with dim Y = 0. 
Proof. (a)+ (b). Let ({II Q : a E A,), nn) be a complete, disjoint open sieve on Y. 
We may assume that U, # 0 for all cy. 
For each r-chain Q = (cu,), let K, = n, VU,,. Since each &,, is closed in X, it 
follows from [ 17, Lemma 2.51 that K, is nonempty, closed and compact, and that 
every open U 3 K, in X contains U,,, for some n. Clearly {K, : a is a r-chain} is 
a disjoint cover of X. Let Y be the quotient space obtained from X by identifying 
each K, to a point y,, and let f: X + Y be the quotient map. 
’ This concept is not related to Kelley’s hypercomplete topological linear spaces (see [ 14, p. 1161). 
’ The same result, with essentially the same proof, holds for spaces with a complete sequence of open 
covers, for sieve-complete spares, and for partition-wmplete spaces. 
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For each Q! E A, and each n, let V’ =f( U,), and observe that Ua =f-‘( V,). 
Letting V” = ( V, : Q! E A,}, it follows that W;, is a disjoint open cover of Y for all 
n. Now note that, if ar = (a,) is a n-chain, then ( Va,, : n E o} is a neighborhood base 
for y, in Y (because ach open U 3 K, in X contains &,, for some n). Hence 
V= U, ‘V” is a base for Y Now Y is a &-space (because f-‘(ya) = K, is closed 
in X for every ya E Y), so Y is regular because it has a base of open-closed sets, 
and hence Y is metrizable with dim Y = 0 because it has a o-discrete base of 
open-closed sets. Finally, since (( Ua : a E A,}, r”) is a complete sieve on X, we see 
that ({ Va : a E A,}, TV) is a complete sieve on Y by [ 17, Lemma 4.11. Hence Y is 
a sieve-complete metrizable space, and thus is completely metrizable. 
It remains to show that f is perfect. Since each fiber f-‘(ya) = K, is compact, we 
need only show that f is closed. Suppose that A c X is closed and that y, Ed- 
for some n-chain Q! = (a,,), and let us show that y, ef(A). Let 9 = (A n 6/,,, : n E o}. 
Then 9 is a filter base on X controlled by ( U,,,), so 9 clusters at some x E 
An (n, UJ = An K,. Hence y, =f(x) Q(A). 
(b) --) (a). Let Y be as in (b). Let d be a complete metric on Y agreeing with the 
topology, and for each n let %” be a disjoint open cover of Y such that diam U C l/n 
for all U E 91,. It is easy to check that the sequence (%,) is complete. Thus Y is 
hypercomplete, and hence so is X by Lemma 3.3. Cl 
Remark. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.4 that, if X is a hypercomplete 
space with complete, disjoint open sieve (( U, : a E A,}, ?r,), and if n, Ua,, is a 
singleton for each n-chain (a,), then X is completely metrizable with dim X = 0. 
Theorem 3.4 should be compared with the following result of Frolik [9, Theorem 
31: A space X is paracompact and Tech-complete if and only if it is HausdorfI and 
admits a perfect map onto a completely metrizable space. In the light of this result, 
Theorem 3.4 yields the following corollary. 
C~Wlay 3.5. Every Hausdorflhypercomplete space is paracompact and tech-complete. 
4. Almost complete spaces 
Following Frolik [8], we call a collection % of subsets of X an almost-cover of 
X if U % is dense in X. Analogously, we call ({ U, : CY E A,}, T”) an almost-sieve 
on X if it has all the properties of a sieve except hat { Ua : a E A,} need only be 
an almost cover (rather than a cover) of X and {Up : p E ~,‘(a)) need only be an 
almost cover (rather than a cover) of Um for all cy E A, and all n. The terms 
“complete”, “open” and “disjoint” are defined for sequences of almost-covers and 
for almost-sieves just as they were defined for sequences of covers and for sieves 
in Section 2. 
Before stating Pro osition 4.2 below, we 8 & .,3le bra! c ;eQ6. b2ma. 
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Lemma 4.1. If ( Wol)aE~ is a collection of open subsets of a space X, then there exist 
open V’ c Wa for all a such that ( V, ) is disjoint and U, Va is dense in U, Wa. 
proof. Well-order the index set A, and define Va = K\(Upc, W&L q 
The following result should be compared to Propositions 2.1 and 3.1. 
Propsition 4.2. The following are equivalent for any space X. 
(a) X has a complete sequence of disjoint, open almost-covers. 
(b) X has a complete, disjoint, open almost-sieve. 
(c) X has a complete sequence of open almost-covers. 
(d) X has a complete, open almost-sieve. 
Proof. That (a) + (c) and (b) + (d) is clear. That (a) e(b) is proved just like the 
analogous result for open covers in Proposition 3.1, while (c) + (d) is proved just 
like the analogous result for open covers in [ 17, Theorem 3.2].9 It remains to prove 
(d) + (b). 
Suppose ({ tTa : a E A,}, sr,) is a complete, open almost-sieve on X. To prove (b), 
it will suffice to construct adisjoint, open almost-sieve ((Va : a E A,}, v,,) on X such 
that V’ c UQ for all a, for this almost-sieve will then be complete by Lemma 2.2(a). 
We define the V,, with (Y E A,, by induction on n. For a! E AO, let Va = Ua = X. 
Suppose the Va have been chosen for Q! E A,, . . . , A,. Fix Q! E A,. We must choose 
open VP c Us n Va for p E n,‘( cu) so that { VP : p E w,‘(a)} is a disjoint almost-cover 
of va. 
Since { Ua : p E w,‘(a)} is an open almost-cover of Um, and since Va c &, we 
see that { UP n Va : p E n,‘(a)} is an open almost-cover of Va. By Lemma 4.1, there 
are *open VP c UP n V’ such that { VP : p E w,‘(a)} is a disjoint open almost-cover 
of va. cl 
We call a space almost complete if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of Props+ 
tion 4.2. Spaces satisfying Proposition 4.2(c) were originally studied by Frolik in 
[8, Section 41, and subsequently by Aarts and Lutzer in [l, Section 41 where they 
were called almost tech-complete (see Footnote l).” The relationship of almost 
completeness to completeness properties that were considered in previous sections 
will be explored in Propositions 4.4. and 4.7. 
The following lemma, which was first called to my attention by Isaac Namioka, 
is used in the proof of Proposition 4.4. As usual, A” denotes the interior of a set A. 
9 indeed, that proof implies that, if X satisfies (c), then X has a complete, open almost-sieve 
({U, : a E A,,}, n,,) such that, if (Y E A,,, then every open subset of an element of {Up : /3 E ?r,‘( LU)} is an 
element of { Ufl : p E 7$((~)}, 
“’ A somewhat Parger class of spaces has been studied by White [28] under the name weakly cu-faoorable 
and, more recently, by Nell [Z] under the nsne p-romp/e/e. 
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Lemma 1.3. If (U,) is an exhaustive cover of a space X, then (UO,) is an open 
a/most-cover of X. 
Proof. We must check that IJ, UO, is dense in X. So let V # 8 be open in X. Then 
V, n V is nonempty and open in X for some cy, so U”, intersects V for this fy. 0 
The converse of Lemma 4.3 is false. For example, if X is a closed disc in the 
plane with circumference S, and % = {X\S} u (Ix}: x E S}, then % is a cover of X 
which is not exhaustive ven though { U”: U E %} is an almost-cover of X. 
Proposition 4.4. Consider the following properties of a space X. 
(a) X is hypercomplete. 
(b) X has a complete sequence of open covers. 
(c) X is sieve-complete. 
(d) X is partition-complete. 
(e) X is almost complete. 
Then (a) + (W + (c) + (d) + (4, and none of these implications is reversible. 
Proof. The first four implications and their nonreversibility were noted in Sections 
2 and 3. That (d) + (e) follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 2.2(a). Finally, (d) + (e) is not 
reversible because, in a metsizable space, (d) is equivalent o being completely 
metrizable while (e) is equivalent o having a dense, completely metrizable sub- 
space. El 
Note that, if X is Hausdorff, then Proposition 4.4 remains valid with (b) 
strenghtened to “X is Tech-complete”; see Corollary 3.5. 
The remaining results in this section assume that X is regular. Proposition 4.5 is 
well known. 
Proposition 4.5. Every regular, almost complete space is a Baire space. 
Proof. Let (%,,) be a complete sequence of span 2!*;1ostcovers of X. Starting with 
this sequence, the proof proceeds just like the usual proof that every complete metric 
space is a Baire space, with %, taking the place of the collection of all 1/ n-balls 
inX. Cl 
By Proposition 4.2(a), every almost complete space X has a complete sequence 
(%,) of disjoint, open almost-covers, and we may suppose (by taking intersections) 
that every U E %n+, is a subset of some U’ E ‘%, . For regular X, we can do a bit better. 
Lemma 4.6. Avery regular, almost complete space X has a complete sequence (%,,) of 
disjoint, open almost-covers such that, if U E %,,+, , then U is a subset of some U' E %,,. 
Proof. Let (V”) be a complete sequence of open almost-covers of X (see Proposition 
4.2(c)). We will construct he required sequence ( ‘Q,) by induction. Lc; J&5; = VO, 
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and suppose we have everything up to n. Let W be the collection of all open W in 
X such that WC Vn U for some VE “v;1+, and U E %“. Since X is regular, and 
since V”+l and %,, are open almost-covers of X, we see that W is also an almost-cover 
of X. By Lemma 4.1, there is a disjoint, open almost-cover Qn+, of X such that 
each UE %,+l is a subset of some WE W; this is our required %,,+, . 
Since the sequence (V”) is complete, and since each U E %, is contained in some 
VE vn, the sequence ((I?&) is also complete by Lemma 2.2(a). Cl 
The following result implies that, for regular spaces, almost completeness can be 
characterized in terms of dense subspaces having any of the five properties in 
Proposition 4.4.” 
Proposition 4.7. the following properties of a regular space X are equivalent. 
(a) X is almost complete. 
(b) X has a dense, almost complete subspace. 
(c) X has a dense, hypercomplete G,-subspace. 
Proof. The implications (a) + (b) and (c) + (b) are clear. It remains to prove (b) + (a) 
and (a) + (c). 
(b) + (a). (See [ 1, p. 28, Theorem 23.) Let 2 be a dense, almost complete subspace 
of X, and let ({ Ua : (Y E A,,}, v,,) be a complete, relatively open almost-sieve on 2. 
For each cy, let Uh be the largest open set in X whose intersection with 2 is U,. 
Then ({U’ Q : a E A,,}, r,,) is an open almost-sieve on X, and it is complete by Lemma 
2.2 because UL c & for all cy. Hence X is almost complete. 
(a) + (c). Assume (a), and let (%,) be as in Lemma 4.6. Let Zn = U %,, and let 
2 = n, Zn. Since X is a Baire space by Proposition 4.5, 2 is a dense G, in X. Let 
V;, = {U n 2: U E (34,). Then (VJ is a complete sequence of disjoint open covers 
of 2; indeed, if Un E Qn for all n, then evxy fiirer base on X controlled by (U,,) 
clusters at some x E n, 0” c n n Zn = 2. Thus 2 is hypercomplete. Cl 
We conclude this section by quoting some results about almost complete spaces 
which were established by Aarts and Lutzer in [I]: Almost completeness i  preserved 
by countabl&products [ 1,4.2.2], by open maps [ 1,4.3.4] and by close& irreaucible”: 
maps [ 1,4.3.5], but not by perfect maps [ 1, 1.2.5, Example l]. Moreover, in regular 
spaces almost completeness i  inherited by open subspaces [ 1, 4.1.21 and by dense 
G+ubspaces [l, 4.2.11, but not by closed subspaces. 
Strictly speaking, the above results are established in [l] for a class of spaces 
which is slightly different from our almost complete spaces (see Footnote 1). 
However, the two classes coincide for regular spaces, and the above results are all 
valid for our almost complete spaces even where regularity is not assumed. In fact, 
the two mapping theorems will be re-proved, using sieves, in Section 6. 
” For Proposition 4.4(b), this was already established by Frolik in [8, Theorem 6.51. 
” A map f: X -+ Y is irreducible if .f( A) ts j’( X) whenever A -- X is closed and A # X. Recall that, if 
.f: .X =+ Y has compact fibers, tha there is a closed X’L X such thatf( X’) =.f( X ) and_f[ X’ is irreducible. 
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5. Topological game characterizations 
In this section, we record characterizations of partition-completeness ( ee Section 
2) and almost completeness in terms of topological games. These characterizations 
were first obtained in [ 191 and are briefly repeated here for the sake of completeness. 
Let G(X) be the following two-person game on a space X: Players I and II 
alternately choose nonempty subsets S, 3 Tl 3 S, 3 T2 2 9 l l of X such that T, 
(chosen by II) is relatively open in Sn (chosen by I). The game Go(X) is defined 
similarly, except hat all sets S, and T, are required to be open in X. In both games, 
Player II wins if (T,) is a complete sequence of subsets of X. 
In Theorem 5.1 below, a strategy for Player II assumes that he has a memory, so 
T, may depend on S,, . . , S,,. A stationary strategy, on the other hand, assumes no 
memory, so that T, may depend only on S,,. 
In the following theorem, the characterization of partition-complete spaces in 
terms of G( X) was proved in [ 19, Theorem 7.31. The characterization of almost 
complete spaces (as in Proposition 4.2(d)) in terms of Go(X) was stated without 
proof in [ 19, p. 5201; its proof is almost he same as the proof for partition-complete 
spaces and G(X). 
Theorem 5.1. The following are equivalent for any space X. 
(a) X is partition-complete ( respectively almost complete ).
(b) Player II has a stationary winning strategy for G(X) (respectively G,(X)). 
(c) Player II has a winning strategy for G(X) (respectively G,(X)). 
6. General mapping theorems 
In this section, we show that almost complete spaces are preserved by certain 
kinds of maps. Our first result is similar to [ 17, Lemma 4.11. 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose f: X + Y is a mdp with f(,S-) acdse in Y. Then, if ({ U, : a E 
A,), ?r,, ) is a complete almost-sieve on X, then (1 f( LJ, ): CY E A,), n,, j is a complete 
almost-sieve on Y. 
Proof. We need only check completeness. Suppose that ( LY,) is a n-chain, and that 
9 is a filter base on Y controlled by (j( U,,,)). Then {f-‘(F) fl &,, : FE 9, n E o) 
is a filter base on X controlled by ( Urn,,), so it clusters at some x E X. Hence 9’ 
clusters at f(x) E Y Cl 
Before giving our first application of Lemma 6.1 in Proposition 6.3, we pause to 
introduce a class of maps. The easy proof of th, Alowing lemma is omitted; 
however, a similar result will be proved in Lemma 6.4 below. We write ,f( U)” to 
denote the interior off ( U). 
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Lemma 6.2. The following properties of a map f: X + Y are equivalent. 
(a) u U is open in X, then f( U)” is dense in f( U). 
(b) If U # 0 is open in X, then f ( U)” # 0. 
(c) If D is dense in Y, then f -‘( D) is dense in X. 
Following Frolik [lo], we call a map f: X + Y feebly open if it satisfies the 
equivalent conditions of Lemma 6.2-13 Two examples of such maps are open maps 
(clear) and closed irreducible’* maps (if U # 0 is open in X, then Y\ f (X\ U) is a 
nonempty subset off(X) which is open in Y). Unlike some other generalizations 
of open maps, feebly open maps need not be quotient maps; see Example 8.3. 
Proposition 6.3. Suppose that f: X + Y is a feebly open map with f(X) dense in Y 
Then, if X is almost complete, so is Y. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.2(d), there is a complete, open almost-sieve (( U* : a E 
A,}, IT,,) on X. By Lemma 6.2(a), ({f( Ua)“: a E A,}, T,,) is an open almost-sieve on 
Y, and it is complete by Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 2.2(a). Hence Y is almost complete 
by Proposition 4.2(d). 13 
Proposition 6.3 and the remark preceding it imply that open maps and closed 
irreducible maps preserve almost completeness; ee [l, 4.3.4 and 4.3.51. 
We now turn to another class of maps. We adopt the notation that, if f: X + Y 
and U c X, then f( U)” will be denoted by U. 
The following result is analogous to Lemma 6.2. 
Lemma 6.4. The following properties of a map f : X + Y are equivalent. 
(a) If U is open in X, then fi is dense in f ( U). 
(b) if U f 0 is open in X, then fi f 0. 
(c) If V is dense and open in Y, then f -‘( V) is dense in X. 
Proof. (a) + (b). Clear. 
(b) + (a). Let U be opeti in X. Supprrse that W t= Y is open and intersects _m. 
and let us show that W intersects fi Let V = U nf -‘( W). Then V is open in IX 
and V f 0, so e f 0. Since fc f( V) c w, it follows that r n W # 0. But ec fi 
(because V c U), so fi n W # 0. 
(b) + (c). Suppose V is dense and open in Y If U # 0 is open in X, then fi # 0, 
so Un V#0, hence f(U)n VZ0, and therefore Unf-‘(V)#0. Thus f-‘(V) is 
dense in X. 
(c) + (b). Suppose (b) is false. Then there is an open U # 0 in X for which U = 0. 
Let V = Y\f(u). Then V is dense and open in Y, so f -‘( V) is dense in X, and 
hence f -‘( V) n U # 0, a contradiction. 0 
I3 Such maps are called semi-open by some authors; see, for example, [ 13 ]* 
I4 See Footnote 12. 
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Following Herrlich and Strecker [131, a map f: X + Y is called demi-open if it 
satisfies the equivalent conditic,ns of Lemma 6.4.” Clearly every feebly open map 
is demi-open, but Examples 8.1-8.3 show that the converse is false. Nevertheless, 
we have the following analogue of Proposition 6.3. 
Proposition 6.5. Suppose that f : X + Y is a demi-open map, with Y regular and f (X) 
dense in Y. Then, if X is almost complete, so is Y. 
Proof. The same as for Proposition 6.3, except that f( &Jo is replaced by fia and 
the reference to Lemma 2.2(a) is replaced by a reference to Lemma 2.2(a) and (b). 0 
The following result follows from Lemma 6.4(c). 
Proposition 6.6 [ 12, Theorem 4.11. rff : X + Y is demi-open with f(X) dense in Y, 
and if X is a Bake space, then Y is also a Bake space. 
Our next result, which also follows from Lemma 6.4(c), exhibits a useful invariance 
property of demi-open maps which is not shared by feebly open maps (see Example 
8. 1) or by most other classes of maps. 
Proposition 6.7. Suppose that f: X + Y is a map, and that X’c X and Y’c Y are 
dense with Y’ 3 f (X’). Then f : X + Y is demi-open if and on& if f 1 X’ : X’+ Y’ is 
demi-open. 
We conclude with a diagram which summarizes the relationship between various 
maps considered in this section: 
open 
AA 
feebly open - demi-open 
f 
closed irreducible 
7, Some special mapping theorems 
The following result was proved in [16, Theorems 6.6 and 6.5(a) 1.‘” 
Theorem 7.1. If f : X + Y is an open map from a regular, sieve-complete space X onto 
a paracompact space Y, then there exists a closed C c X such that f (C) = Y and f 1 C 
is perfect. 
The first purpose of this section is to prove and discuss the following refinement 
of a recent theorem of Stegall [25, Theorem 6.31 whose hypothesis and principal 
conclusion are both weaker than those in Theorem 7.1. 
‘5 Such maps are called &open in [12, p. 451 and neudyfeehfy open in [22, p. 551. 
” For tech-complete X this result had previously been proved in 123, Theorem 81, and for completely 
metrizable X in [I& Corollary 1.21. 
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Theorem 7.2. Letf: X + Y be a demi-open map from a regular, almost complete space 
X onto a dense subset of a Hausdorfl space Y. Then there is a G&-set C c X and a 
dense G6-set D c Y such that f ( C) = D and the map f 1 C : C + D is perfect. Moreover, 
C and D can be chosen to be hypercomplete. 
Proof. The following proof uses the characterization of almost complete spaces in 
terms of sieves in Proposition 4.2(d), and is modeled on the proof of toban and 
Kenderov [6, Theorem 2.21 and the proof of No11 [21, Proposition on p. 8501. We 
continue to employ the convention, established in Section 6, that, if U c X, then 0 
denotes f ( U)“. 
Let ({ U, : a E A,}, IT,,) be a complete, open almost-sieve on X. By Footnote 9, 
we may suppose that, if ay E A, and J3 E T&Z), then every open subset of Up is 
Ups for some /3’E n,‘(a). 
We begin by constructing open V, c U* and open W, c Y such that f( V’) c WQ c 
f ( V, ) for all a! and such that, for all n: 
(a) ( WQ : a E A,) is disjoint (and hence so is { V, : CY E A,,}). 
(b) If (Y E A, and /3 E ~,‘(a!), then VP c Va and WP c Wa. 
(c) U{Wa: (rEA,} is dense inY. 
The construction is by induction on n. For Q! E AO, let V, = X and W, = Y. Suppose 
that we have everything up to n. Fix CR EA,. For p E ~$(cu), let 
sp =0, if &St V,. 
Since X is regular, our hypothesis implies that U { Sp : p E ~,‘(a)} is dense in Va, 
so U ($ : p E n,‘(a)} is dense in Va by Lemma 6.4(a), and hence U {$ n Wa : p E 
&(a)} is dense in W, because W, c Va is open. By Lemma 4.1, we can therefore 
choose disjoint open Wp c SP n W, such that U ( WP : p E r,‘(a)} is also dense in 
Wa. Let VP = SP nf -‘( Ws). 
Clearly f( VP) c WP. To see that WE, c f( VP), note that Wp c SO c f(S&, so W, c 
( WP n f( S,))- = f ( VP). Finally, condition (b) is clearly satisfied for n, while ol!r 
inductive hypothesis implies that (a) and (c) are satisfied with n replaced by n + 1 t 
For all n, let V, = U ( V, : a E A,I} and let Wn = U { W, : a E A,}. Observe that 
(d) If cy E A,, then f -‘( WJn VI = V,, 
which follows from (a) and the inclusion f ( V, ) c W,. 
Now define C = n, V,# and D = n,, W,,. Clearly C is a G8 in X and D is a G8 
in Y. Moreover, X is a Baire space by Proposition 4.5, hence Y is a Baire space 
by Proposition 6.6, and hence D is dense in Y by (c). The remaining properties of 
C and D will now be established in several steps. 
( 1) If (a, ) is a w-chain, then every jilter base 9 on X controlled by ( V,,, ) clusters 
at some x E C: To prove this, note that Vu,, c Urr,,, hence 9 is controlled by ( UJ 
and therefore clusters at some x E X. But then x E n,, vcX,, = 0, VJby (b)) 6; 
n, v,,-C. 
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(2) If g is a jilter base on X controlled by ( V,), and if f ( %) clusters at y E D, then 
g clusters at some x E f -l(y) n C: To prove this, let s(y) be the collection of 
neighborhoods of y in Y, and let 
P={E nf -l(G): E E %, GE S(y)}. 
Let (cy,) be the unique v-chain such that y E n, IV’,,,. Since V/,,, E B(Y) for all n, 
it follows from (d) that s is controlled by ( V,,,), so 9 clusters at some x E C by 
(1). But f(x) E c for all G E g(y), so f(x) = y because Y is HausdorfF. 
(3) f(C) = D: Since f( V,) c W, for all cy, we have f( V,) c Wn for all n, SO 
f(C) c D. TO prove D c f (C), suppose y E D. Let 8 = ( V,,). Now f( V,) is dense in 
Wn for all n (because f( V,) is dense in W, for all (u), so f( 8) clusters at y. Hence 
‘8 clusters at some xEf_‘(y)nC by (2), so yEf(C). 
(4) f 1 C is perfect: This follows from (2) and Lemma 3.2. 
(5) C is hypercomplete: Note that ({ Va n C: a E A,,}, 7~“) is a disjoint open sieve 
on C, and this sieve is complete by ( 1). 
(6) D is hypercomplete: Clearly (( W, n D: Q! E A,,}, IT,) is a disjoint open sieve 
on D, so we need only show that it is complete. Now (d) implies that f -‘( W,) n C = 
V, n C for all (Y. Since f(C) = D by (3), it follows that Wa n D = f ( V, n C) for 
all (Y. Since we have shown in (5) that (( Va n C: CY E A,}, v,,) is a colnplete sieve 
on C, it follows from Lemma 6.1 that ({ W* n D: cy E A,,}, n,,) is a complete sieve 
onD. Cl 
Remark. Stegall’s [25, Theorem 6.31 differs from Theorem 7.2 primarily in its proof 
and in its stronger hypothesis on $ Stegall assumes that f extends to an open map 
g : X* + Y for some space X* containing X as a dense subspace. This implies that 
f( U) c t! for every open U in X; such maps (usually called neady open) are 
demi-open, but Example 8.3 shows that the converse is false. 
Remark. The conclusion of Theorem 7.2 asserts, in particular, that Y has a dense, 
hypercomplete G,-subset. If Y is regular, this part of the conclusion follows directly 
from Propositions 6.5 and 4.7. See also No11 [at, PrcFewition on pm 8501. 
The following result sharpens a theoredlj of coban and Kenderov [6, Theorem 
2.21 in the same way that Theorem 7.2 sharpens [25, Theorem 6.31. 
Theorem 7.3. If the space X in Theorem 7.2 is metrizable,” Then 
be strenghtened to assert that f 1 C : C + D is a homeomorphism. 
the conclusion can 
Proof. Let d be a metric on X compatible with the topology. It suffices to modify 
the proof of’ Theorem 7.2 by requiring that d-diam SP < l/n for all /3 E A,,. This 
makes f 1 C one-to-one and thus (being perfect) a homeomorphism. 0 
” More generally, and with essentially the same proof, it sufkes if the diagonal A is G6 in X x X, 
or even if there is a sequence ( U,,) of open subsets of X x X such that f-l,, U,, c A and L’,, cl-! is dense 
in 3 for all II. 
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Example 8.8. shows that Theorem 7.3 may no longer be true if the hypothesis 
that X is metrizable is omitted. I don’t know, however, whether this hypothesis is 
needed if f: X + Y is assumed to be open (rather than merely demi-open), and that 
raises the following question. 
Question 7.4. Let f be an open map from a tech-complete space X onto a regular 
(or even metrizable) space Y. Must f map some subset C of X homeomorphically 
onto a dense Gs-subset D of Y? Added in proof: A negative answer for regular Y 
(not for metrizable Y) was recently given in a manuscript by M.M. Coban, P.S. 
Kenderov and J.P. Revalski, “Densely defined selections of multivalued mappings”, 
Example 3.15. 
It should be noted that the completeness hypothesis on X cannot be omitted 
from Theorems 7.2 and 7.3, even if one does not require C and D to be hypercom- 
plete; see Examples 8.4,8.6 and 8.7. We do, however, have three results which make 
no completeness assumptions about X. It is interesting to compare Propositions 7.5, 
7.7 and 7.8 to each other and to Theorem 7.3. 
The following proposition is due to Stegall [24] (see also Manioka [20, Lemma 
S.lO]), and is included here for completeness. For compact metric X and Y, this 
result was proved by de Groot in [ 11, Theorem III’]. 
Proposition 7.5. Let f: X + Y be a perfect map from a metrizable” space X onto a 
Bake space Y Then f maps some G8-set C c X homeomorphically onto a dense Gs-set 
DCY 
Proof. We outline the elegant proof. First, pick a closed X’c X such a f’(X’) = Y 
and f 1 X’ is irreducible (see Footnote 12). Now let g = f 1 X’, and define D = 
{y E Y: card g-‘(y) = 1) and C = g-‘(D). It is not hard to check that this works. 0 
In order to state Propositions 7.7 and 7.8 below as sharply as possible, we pause 
here for a general emma. Lemma 7.6 is probably known, but I have been unable 
to find it in the literature. 
Lemma 7.6. Let f: X + Y be a map from a metrizable space X onto a space Y, let 
A c X be dense, and suppose that f maps A homeomorphically onto f (A). Then there 
is a G+et D 3 f(A) in Y such that f maps f -‘( D) homeomorphically onto D. 
Proof. Let X* be a completely metrizable space containing X. By [7, Lemma 4.3.161, 
the map (f 1 A)-’ : f( A) + A extends to a map g : D + X* for some Gs-subset D of 
Y containing f (A). Let B = f -‘( D). Now the maps ids : B + X* and gof 1 B : B + X* 
agree on the dense subset A of B, so ids = gof 1 B. Since f(B) = D, it follows that f 
maps B homeomorphically onto D. 0 
I8 More generally, if suffices if X is as in Footnote 17, provided that C is not required to be a 
Q-subset of K. 
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Proposition 7.7. Let f: X + Y be an open map from a met&able space X onto a space 
Y. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) f maps some Gs-set C c X homeomorphically onto some dense D c Y. 
(b) Y has a dense, met&able subspace. 
Proof. (a) + (b) Clear. 
(b) + (a). Assume (b). By Lemma 7.6, it will suffice to show that f maps some 
AC X homeomorphically onto some dense B c Y. 
Let 2 c Y be dense and metrizable. Since f is open, the function Q : 2 + 2x defined 
by p(y) = f -l(y) is I.s.c.‘~ Mence, by [ 18, Corollary 8.11, there is a dense B c 2 and 
a continuous g : B + X such that g(y) E v(y) for every y E B. But now f maps g(B) 
homeomorphically onto B. Cl 
Example 8.7 shows that condition (b) of Proposition 7.7 is not always satisfied. 
Observe that Propositions 7.5 and 7.7, as well as Theorem 7.3, all place various 
restrictions on the map f: The following result places no restrictions (other than 
continuity) on f at all. 
Proposition 7.8. Let f: X + Y be a map from a separable met&able space X onto a 
metrizable Baire space Y. Then f maps some Gs-set C c X homeomorphically onto 
some dense DC Y. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.6, it will suffice to show that f maps some A c X homeomorphi- 
tally onto some dense B c Y. 
Pick any g : Y + X such that g(y) E f -l(y) for every y E Y. By a generalization of 
Blumberg’s theorem [ 12, Theorem 3.21, there is a dense B c Y such that g 1 B is 
continuous. Let A = g(B). Then f maps A homeomorphically onto B. Cl 
Proposition 7.8 sharpens the known result that, if a metrizable Baire space is 
analytic (i.e., a continuous image of a complete separable metric space), then Y 
ka.c a dense, completely metriza\ble subspace. See [ 15, Corollary 1 on p. 482 and 
IV, 2. on p. 881. 
8. Examples 
The simple Examples 8.1-8.4, which require no proof, deal with the maps con- 
sidered in Section 6. Examples 8.6-8.8, as well as Example 8.4, are related to Section 
7. There is also a lemma which may be of independent interest. 
As usual, R will denote the reals, Q the rationals, P the irrationals, 0 a closed 
interval, and N the positive integers. 
I9 Recall that Q : i?!* Zx is 1.s.c. if (z E Z: q(z) n V # (11) is o~cn in Z for every ape* V ‘n P . 
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Example 8.1. The obvious map f : UJ! + II3 is one-to-one and demi-open but not feebly 
open. 
Example 8.2. The obvious map f: &POP + R is one-to-one, onto and demi-open but 
not feebly open. 
Example 8.3. The obvious map f: (-00, 0)O [0, 00) + II3 is one-to-one, onto, and 
feebly open (thus demi-open) but not a quotient map. 
Example 8.4. Let X be the rationals, retopologized with the half-open interval 
topology.” Then the identity map f: .X -* d;p is one-to-one, onto and feebly open 
(thus demi-open), but f maps no C c X homeomorphically onto a dense D c Y 
Our next two examples are related to the remark following Question 7.4. Before 
stating Examples 8.6, we pause for the following lemma. The lemma generalizes 
the result of Bernstein that there exists a separable metrizable space of cardinality 
c all of whose c’)mpact subsets are countable (see [ 15, p. 5 14, Theorem 11). 
Lemma 8.5. Every separable metrizable space Y is the image, under an open map 
f: X + Y, of a separable metrizable space X which has no uncountable compact subsets. 
Proof. Let 2 = Y x II and let 7r : 2 + Y be the projection. Let x be the collection of 
all uncountable compact subsets of 2, and let 8 = {{y} x V: y E Y, V open in II, 
V # 0). Then card X< c, card K = c for all K E X, card %’ = c, and card E = c for all 
E E %. By [ 15, p. 514, Lemma 23, there is a set X c 2 such that X intersects every 
E E 25’ and Z\X intersects every K E 3K Clearly every compact subset of X is 
countable. Moreover, X n ({y} x 0) is dense in (y} x 0 for every y E Y, and thus f = 7~ 1 X 
is an open map from X onto Y. Cl 
The following example is related to [ 16, Example 4.11. 
Example 8.6. There exists an open map f: X + Y from a separable metrizable space 
X onto a compact metrizable space Y such that no dense G&-subspace of Y is a 
perfect image of a subspace of X. 
Proof. Let Y be any uncountable compact metrizable space, and let f: X + Y be 
as in Lemma 8.5. If D is a dense Gii-subset of Y, then D has a subset homeomorphic 
to the Cantor set. Since X has no uncountable compact subsets, D cannot be a 
perfect (or even compact-covering) image of a subspace of X. Kl 
“’ Note that X is homeomorphic to Q because it is countable, metrizable (being regular with a 
countable base) and dense in it$e!f. (See [15, p, 287i.l 
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The following example, which is related to Proposition 7.7, is based on a result 
of TodorEevic [27], and I am grateful to Gary Gruenhage for calling this result to 
my attention. 
Example 8.7. There exists an open map f: X + Y from a metrizable space X onto 
a compact Hausdorff space Y such that no dense subspace of Y is a perfect image 
of a subspace of X. 
Proof. By [27, Theorem 9.141, there is a compact HausdorfI space Y which is 
first-countable but has no dense metrizable subspace. Since Y is first-countable, 
there exists an open map f: X + Y from a metrizable space X onto Y (see [7, 
Exercise 4.2.D]). Since a perfect image of a metrizable space must be metrizable 
[7, Theorem 4.4.151, all our requirements are satisfied. Cl 
Our last example is related to the remark following Theorem 7.3. 
Example 8.8. There exists a map f: X + 0 from a compact HausdorfI space X onto 
0 such that f is perfect and irreducible (hence demi-open by the remark following 
Lemma 6.2) and such that no dense subspace of 0 is homeomorphic to a subspace 
of x. 
Proof. Let g : PN + 0 be continuous and onto, and pick a closed X c PN such that 
g(X) = 0 and f = g 1 X is irreducible. Since PN contains no nontrivial convergent 
sequences [7, Corollary 3.6.151, all requirements are satisfied. Cl 
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